96 camry starter

I have a 94 Toyota Camry that won't start. It will not turn over and does not click. No power to
the starter but power to the dash lights. I replaced the starter and that didn't help.. Does anyone
have any idea where to go from here? The starter has a big wire from the battery. It also has a
small wire from the ignition key that fires the solenoid. Check your fuses for an ignition fuse. It
should be about a amp fuse. I had the same problem and ended up being the ignition switch..
Can test by locating black wire with red stripe that connects to starter. Skin about one half inch
of insulation from wire then take another wire about 24 inches long and twist it to spot on wire
you removed insulation from. Have another person try cranking the car as you hold end of new
wire to positive post of battery.. If it starts and runs then replace ignition switch Still using the
jumper wire myself Jonathan answered 6 years ago. Always check fuse box first then cable
ends Then wire connection then relays Make sure Juice in battery! The is that your cable end on
google if if is You might not be getting any current from there Ck again take off and cleanse real.
Good I've seen Lead ends melt and corrode from inside out. Start there it may not be Able to
pass through there,I'm not kidding, that's bad. You no this car has three fuse boxs Check them
all fuses Main fuses also most time it's simple stuff that gets you Let me know. Kerry answered
6 years ago. I have the same problem checked the starter relay Could have a bad ing switch or
bad neutral safety switch also check coils. Your not done yet Also,ck main fuses. Patsy
answered 5 years ago. Guru9KBDN answered 3 years ago. I've changed the fuel pump and fuel
filter cleaned the throdal body and changed the fuse box on a 93 toyota camry now car will lag
on starting after engine gets warm I used a fuse box from a 94 I checked fuel pressure it's fine
and fuses can some one help. Does anyone ha I have a 93 Toyota Camry that won't start. I
replaced the starter and starer relay and igntion switch Installed a new battery, terminals are
secure, tight. No power to anything. Once coming from work my 94 Toyota Camry 4 cylinder
wouldn't drive pass 50mph, turned out to be the Cadillac converter so I had that replaced. Then
after driving for about 30 mins or longer when I have a different car. Content submitted by Users
is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Toyota Camry question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Toyota Camry Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. A month or two ago I noticed my car starting to
turn over a bit slower. Then finally woke to car that would not start. I tapped on the starter and it
turned over. I took the car to local AutoZone store, tested the electrical system while the car
was runningâ€¦Starter - Good, Alternator - Good, Battery had a few dead cells. I also took out
the alternator and starter to have them bench tested. Both passed. So I put everything back and
got a new battery. Seemed to have fixed the problem for a couple weeks. Then today go out to
start the car and the same thing. Same cycle all dayâ€¦Turn off car, then wont turn over unless I
tap the starter. So I take it out again, and take it to the local auto storeâ€¦Starter passes again. It
seems like it must be the Starter if the tap works, but I thought the bench tests were pretty
accurate? Bench testing is horribly inaccurate and is only done at the DIY level. The starter,
battery, alternator, cables, switches, and wiring are a system and need to be tested as such,
testing needs to be done to see how these pieces all work in concert with each other. The true
test of the starter is to see if it functions in the car if and when it has the proper voltage and
ground available. Unfortunately, intermittent problems can be hard to duplicate. However, this
problem is easily diagnosed with a simple voltmeter if the car acts up. Check all grounds and
look for rusted or broken ones. Tapping the starter is a good way to test for a bad starter. You
may have one. You can test for a bad engine to body ground by making a cable out of wire and
alligator clips. Attach it to some metal on the engine and to a bolt or nut on the fender or strut
studs. Leave it there and if the problem goes away you have to clean up that ground wire. Just
some food for thought but maybe the problem is related to a faulty neutral switch and tapping
the starter is coincidental. Shaking the car while getting out, slamming the door, jolting the
hood while opening it, etc could be jolting a faulty switch into action. Toyotas use Denso
Startersâ€¦and Denso starters are basically my favorite. The most common issue I see with
Starters on Toyotas is that the contacts inside the Starter Solenoid wear down and get eroded
over time. This is why I purchased a kit to rebuild Denso Starter solenoidsâ€¦ It repairs them
every single time. When the internal contacts of the solenoid begin to erode you will not be
putting all of your available voltage and amperage thru to the starter motor itself. Ive done so
many I can literally do this with my eyes closed. Works like a charmâ€¦ Do NOT replace that nice
Denso starter with some kind of disposable crap from an auto parts storeâ€¦it will be a
downgrade at best. The ONLY time this does not solve the problem is when the starter motors
brushes are worn downâ€¦this is not very common until about 25 yrs of use. The vehicles I buy

seem not to have any problems with starters or alternators. The only problem that I had was the
amount of labor mine! If you do your own work, and you have the time and the starter is
accessible, then try the solenoid rebuild. I agree with Honda Blackbird as well. I have owned
many Toyotas for many miles and the only thing I have had to replace is the contacts, never the
whole starter. Those Denso OEM starters are indestructible. All, thanks for the help. Wondering
if anyone has had experience with a Camry Starter and replacing the brushes and contacts.
Here is a good link to the Starter and an example of another person that was trying to get to the
contacts and ultimately only replaced the brushes. I put the Starter back in this morning and so
far seems to work great. The power coming from the starter is significantly more than I have
seen in yearsâ€¦so maybe it just need to have a bit of dirt knocked out of it. Ultimately, I would
really like to replace the contacts, so any help that anyone can provide will be appreciated. A
quick jab usually allowed the starter to engage. This was obviously a very temporary measure.
Good luck! My feeling is that when a starter needs to be gone into it should either be rebuilt or
replaced. With bushing wear, contacts, brushes, the iffiness of servicing the armature
commutator and so on, it seems best to just replace the starter motor and be done with it rather
than swap one part and have another fail at some point. But I doubt that the starter is your
problem. You may have a cable that is so corroded under the insulation that it will not carry the
amps to turn the starter. Looking for any thoughts that might help. But it sounds like you have
all the symptoms of a failing starter. What Honda BB said. Toyotas use Denso Starters There are
some great pictures and instructions at the link below. What engine? The starter solenoid is
available as an assembly. I have a 96 toyota camry that wont start. I replaced the starter and it
works fine as does the one i took out. I replaced one of the fuses in the starting relay and it
didnt make a difference. So the problem is between the battery and the starter - the starter isnt
getting enough power if i take it to an autoparts store it works when hooked up to their system
but doesnt work but makes a click when hooked up to the car. DavidH25 answered 8 years ago.
The starter relay, or solenoid, itself may be bad if you checked the fuse but not the relay itself.
Seems like you have done all the right things, the battery of course, all that. The cable to the
starter comes to mind. There is a way, if you have a manual transmission, be sure it's in neutral,
make sure the parking brake is on, chock all wheels and take a jumper cable from the positive
terminal on the battery directly to the starter cable lug, key in "on' position, see what happens.
Thanks David. I have a 94 Toyota Camry LX and my car wont start. The boyfriend check the
battery, the starter, the alternator, n the distributor n they are still good but still have not start..
Brightwaters answered 6 years ago. I have a Camry wagon and I had intermittent starting
problems with the starter motor not turning but would work OK after a couple of tries. The
problem was with the starter relay in the fuse box. To replace this was a simple unplug job. All I
had to do to the LKK relay was to remove the metal fixing bracket. Shame on you Toyota for
charging so much for a 12 volt relay. Jonathan answered 6 years ago. You have a bad ground at
battery end lease clean and replace End.. Tinkler answered 5 years ago. I have a 95 Camery and
just stopped running while driving. No power at all so I found a blown fuse that said A. I
replaced that and have power to everything but still won't start. Just a click a few times then
quits. I replaced the battery and also removed the starter. Took the starter to NAPA and they
checked it 3 times and said it was good and no problems. My question is when they test the
starter, do they test the solenoid or are they able to tell if it is bad. Do you suggest replacing the
solenoid? I was also wondering about the starter relay. Any suggestions please and thank you.
Same thing just happened to me. It ended up being the cable from the battery to the starter that
was loose. I yanked on the cables a few times and it started right up. Let it run and filled all
fluids. The battery water was really low too. Everything is great now! Bernie answered 4 years
ago. If your car just clicks when trying to start, Older Toyota,s And battery is good.. Boost
cables applied Just try multiple rapid starts. Getting starter out was a tight fit. Not sure which
one I need though. Guru55CWB answered 3 years ago. Hi, I have a camry and just today the car
stall on me and die. When I try to start it, it start but no crank, give a little gas and it and it click
click like there no current or anything, but still doesn't start. I replace the battery and still
nothing, haven't replace anything else but heard the EGR valve could cause the problem but I'm
not sure either. Please help, ill appreciate it if reply as soon as possible. Guru2TYM1 answered
about a year ago. The clicking noise is the starter hitting the flywheel I'm having the same
problem tried three starters, two batteries and checked grounds. Just sounds weird new one
works good but the old one would not work in car but it's good i thank its half way good needs
to be rebuilt and I bet it would work in the car so I thank it was your starter if you can rebuild it
you will have a extra starter. I have a Camry with starting issues. I've checked the fuse and it's
okay then the relay and it's good too. The ignition switch was replaced two years ago due to key
problems. Now, I took the I have a 93 Camry I have to buy a new starter does the starter have to
be for a 93 or can I use any other year of starter? I have a Toyota Camry and I would like to

know what other model and yrs have a starter that could be interchanged with mine and work
for my Camry. What make and modal cars can I get a Toyota Camry Starter off of? I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Camry Starter Problems. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota
Camry question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Toyota Camry Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The third generation of the Toyota Camry in all markets outside
Japan. Brady Cabe. Along with not starting, the brake lights and reverse lights do not work. The
battery is fine. When I turn the key, all of the electronics will operate, radio and interior lights etc
but the engine will not turn. The last few months I have had a few occasions of the key needing
to be turned times to get the car to start. Now, it seems whatever was wearing out, is now worn
out. Checked all fuses and they seem fine and rear bulbs have been replaced as of yesterday.
Are the faulty lights and the car not starting related issues? Matt Barnes. Try hitting your starter
with a non-metal object, then try starting your car. If that works, then you have a bad starter.
That totally worked. Car is operational thanks to this tip and help from friends. Now I need to
replace the starter before I get stuck somewhere. Andrew Bookholt. I'd put money on it being
the physical ignition switch located behind the key cylinder in your car's steering column. That
would explain why it would take turns of the key to turn the engine over. As a side note,
accessories like lights and the radio working does not essentially mean your battery is fine.
Those devices put a very small load on the battery and often will operate even if the battery is
"dead" won't crank the engine. The only real ways to check if the battery is dead is to use a
bump switch as said above or to buy a load tester, which is essentially a giant resistor that puts
a large load on the battery similar to that experienced when the starter is cranking the engine.
Multimeters don't put a big enough load on the battery to tell if it is good or not. They can be
found at harbor freight for the cheap. Even if the tries was intermittent? Now it is completely
dead from being worn out? Also, would that tie in with the rear lights not operating? The brake
lights and reverse lights have not been working for a few weeks now. Jme Kozmo. On some
older Toyotas the ignition is disabled when the tail lights are burned out. That should not be
intermittent, but perhaps the related relay is defective. See if you can find a mechanics "bump"
switch and see if you can turn the motor over with that. If so you probably have a problem with
your ignition switch. Those are readily available and usually not to expensive. Probably the
issues are related? Would a bad ignition switch cause both of the issues simultaneously? Yep I vote for a bad switch or corroded, broken contacts on the switch housing. In order for those
lights to work the start lockout has to be in the "start" position, not the "accessory" position. Hi
I've reviewed all past comments and it applies to my situation. All started when break lights and
battery connections went out. Replaced bulbs, battery switch and fixed battery connectors. Car
was working but for a few days noticed it was having problems cranking and now it's not doing
anything. Battery is fine. I tried hitting the button behind ignition but it's dead. Is this the starter
or ignition part? Pls I need help. Or use a voltage tester, on DC that is on the battery and check
to see if you have 14 volts. If you do then its fine. Chris cstrobe. My toyota camry 4cyl wagon ,
moleshas been leaking coolant a lot and heating up when it needs more, also a small oil leak i
cannot find a leaking hose and no white smoke coming out, no misfires, any idea where the
coolant leak is coming from? Fred tink Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Brady Cabe Rep: 2.
View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question?
Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 0. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen
Solution. Matt Barnes Rep: Was this answer helpful? Score 4. Andrew Bookholt Rep: Score 1.
Jme Kozmo Rep: 13 1. Good Luck, N. Tristan Rep: 5 17 1. Chris cstrobe Rep: 1. Fred tink Rep: 1.
When i put in drive it goes dead but find in reverse. Add your answer Brady Cabe will be
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Enlarge. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Intermotor Starter
Relay. Catalog: A. Vehicle Toyota Camry. Vehicle Production Range Toyota Camry. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The starter
is at the terminus of a circuit that includes the battery, the ignition switch, a neutral safety
switch, relays and fuses. When you turn the ignition key to start, or press the start button in
some vehicles, the starter circuit is completed and the starter will run. Most starters have a
small pinion gear that engages a larger ring gear on the flywheel when the starter is powered
on. The pinion gear turns the engine flywheel at about RPM. Since the flywheel is directly
connected to the crankshaft, all engine components will then turn in sync and the engine starts.
Starters are relatively durable but most will eventually fail in one or more of the following ways:.
Once a vehicle engine is running, the starter is not in use. Should you know or suspect a
problem with the starter, it is best to have the problem repaired to avoid being left stranded.
Toyota Camry Car Starter Repair at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service
Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Car Starter Repair Service What's a car starter motor and how does
it work? When to replace the starter? Starters are relatively durable but most will eventually fail
in one or more of the following ways: Intermittent operation of the starter. Starters can develop
bad spots on the armature which will cause intermittent operation. This causes the starter to
work sometimes and other times when you turn the key nothing happens. Starter turns too
slowly. Internal electrical and mechanical faults can cause the starter to draw too much current
and in some cases the current drawn will exceed what the battery can supply. A consequence is

the engine may not start as rapidly. Unusual noises on starting. If you hear any type of grinding
or other unusual noise while starting the engine, that should be investigated as the noise could
reflect an internal starter failure or the noise could be due to pinion gear failure or flywheel ring
gear damage. In some cases, the first symptom of a starter malfunction is a complete failure of
the starter motor. This happens when you turn the ignition key to start the car, the starter motor
does not function at all. How do mechanics repair the starter? If the starter is determined to be
faulty, the battery must be disconnected prior to commencing any work. Once the battery is
disconnected, the wiring to the starter is disconnected. Starters are bolted to the engine block
or the transmission case. Generally, there are two bolts. The procedure to access the starter
varies across car models and can require removal, or lowering, of other vehicle components.
Once the starter is removed and a new starter is installed, the mounting bolts are tightened to
the OEM factory torque specifications, the electrical connections are cleaned and re-attached to
the starter and the starter is tested to confirm normal operation. Is it safe to drive with a starter
problem? When replacing a faulty starter keep in mind: Prior to replacing the starter, simple
diagnostic tests should be performed to ensure that the problem is a faulty starter versus a
weak battery, faulty neutral start switch, or other faulty electrical component in the starter motor
circuit. Starters draw large amounts of current from the battery, much more than any other
electrically powered device in your car. This makes it important that the electrical connections
to the battery are inspected, cleaned, and tightened as necessary. Cables to the starter should
also be inspected for corrosion and replaced as needed. Number of Toyota Camry Starter
Replacement services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Toyota Jobs. Auto
service in Your City. Meet
88 jeep cherokee pioneer
2000 ford taurus battery
saab h engine
some of our expert Toyota mechanics Real customer reviews from Toyota owners like you.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Nathaniel 7 years of experience. Request Nathaniel. Camry Starter - Chesapeake, VA. A great and quick fixed. Augustine 10 years of experience. Request
Augustine. Camry - Starter - Albuquerque, NM. Great mechanic. On time, super friendly, honest,
fast, reliable. Great price. Please use him. Only mechanic in Albuquerque. Roberto 7 years of
experience. Request Roberto. Camry - Starter - Phoenix, AZ. He showed up and listened to what
i had to say and proceeded to fix everything. Under the estimated time as well. Polite and hard
working. I would definitely request him again. Stephen 20 years of experience. Request
Stephen. Camry - Starter - Charleston, SC. Stephan was on time. Did excellent work in a timely
manner. Was professional and answered all my questions. Would recommend and will use
again in the future. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Car Starter Repair.

